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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the interrelation of

self-esteem and racial preferences in black children. The following
hypotheses were generated: (1) subjects with impaired self-concepts
will be more outgroup oriented than those with unimpaired
self-concepts, (2) white preferences will be greater among middle
class than among lower class black children, and (3) black males will

show greater white preference than black females in their choice of a

black or a white puppet en each of the racial preference statements.
Subjects were 60 black girls and boys, 7-8 years old, from middle

class and lower class interracial schools'. The instrument used to

measure self-esteem was the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept
Test. An instrument adapted from the Clark and Clark dolls test

assessed racial preference. Findings indicate a significant
relationship between self-esteem and racial preference. The majority

of the black children preferred the black puppet in the racial
preference test. No significant difference between social class or
sex of subjects wEss found. (Author/AJ)
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Three to seven year old bine:: children have a well developed knowledge

of the concept of racial differences between "White" and "colored" as this

is indicated by the characteristic of skin. color (Clark, 1950). Weeks liv-
ing in the south as well as the north (Clark & Clark, 1947; Norland, 1965;

Stevenson, 1958; Gregor, 19611), and integrated as well as segreated children,

(Goodman, 1952; Stevenson and Stewart, 1959; Gregor, 1966) consistently pre-

ferred the white color and rejected the dark color.

Butts (1963) found that black children with impaired self-concepts as

measured by the California Test of yersonality perceiv,*:. theselves less

accuratelyin ter-ms of skin color. Ashel- and Allen '(1S;69) have found that

middle class blacks showed greater white preference thaa clas's blacks,

and that black males are more catgroup oriented- than hi females.

The present study. investigated the interrelation
(7- self-:Is:teem MACI

racial Preferences in black children. Reasoning from I previous studies

the following hypotheses were generated:

1. Subjects with impaired self-concepts will be more outgroup oriented

than chose with unimpaired-self-concepts.

2. White preference will he greater among middle c:lass than among lower

class black children.

3. There will be a significant difference bctween boys and girls in

their choice of the black or white puppet on each of the racial. preference
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females.

s-; 1 sLow greater vhite preference :Ilan U.

Method

Ss were 60 black girls and boys between the ages of seven and eight.

.Thirty were from a middle cLss interracial suburban school (Media, Pennsyl-

vania) and the remaining thirty were from a lower class interracial inller

city school (Chester, Pennsylvania). All Ss were judged to be of at least.

normal-intelligence.

Ss from the 'suburban school were selected from a second and third grade

class list. Since the number of blacks enrolled in the school waS very small,

all of the black students in each of the six, second and third grade classes

were included in the sample. However, in the inner city school, every fifth

child who was black was selected from the class list of second and third grad-

'ers.

The test instrument for self-esteem was the Piers-Ilarris'Children's Self-

Concept Test (Piers, 1969). This 80-item "yes-no" questionnaire was read aloud

to the children 1:,y the black female E. The test device for assessing ,racial

preferences was an adaptation from the Clark and Clark (1947) dolls test.

There were two pairs of puppets chosen to match as closely as possible the

sex and the ages of the subjects. Within each pair, the puppets were identical

except for skin and hair color. The black puppet was of medium brown facial

color with black hair, and the white puppet had light skin with light hair.

The puppets were placed in prone position before each child who was asked to

make fixed alternative responses to each of the following questions:

1. Give me the puppe': that you would like to play with.
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2. Give Le LUC: puppet thn'J is a nice puppet.

3. Give me the pepput that is a nice color.

4. Give me the puppet that looks bad.

Since research has consistently found no effects of race of the Y upon

Performance in this situation (Vraba & Grant, 1970) , this factor was not

varied in the present study. A black preference choice was defined .cis chaos,

ing the black puppet for the racial preference statements - "play with,"

"nice puppet," and "nice color"; but choosing the white puppet as the one

that "looks bad."

Result::_s

The nann-Whitney V Test indicated a significant relationship between

self-.estecm and racial preference. The median self-concept score for those

subjects who made at least three of the four black preference choices was

higher than .those subjects who made less than three of the four black prefer-.

ence choices.(63.06 vs. 55.5; 2<.01). Chi-square tests yielded no signifi-

cant sex nor social class differences in racial preferences among black chil-

dren. The majority of the black children preferred the black puppet. For

example, 70% of the subjects chose the black puppet as the one that they would

like to "play with," 547w chose the black puppet as the "nice pu Ana

82% chose the black puppet as the one that is a "nice color." A majority of

these subjects (797) chose the white puppet as the one that "looks bad."

This finding of a preference by black children for black dolls confirms the

recent results of Hraba & Grant (1970) and Fox & Barnes (1971), It is inter-

esting to note that the median self-concept scores for the suburban (I-Addle

'class) and the inner city (lower class) were at the 77th and 66th percentiles.



These black childien havc a viable and secure self-e.:Itec and apparently

they value the traits of their own respectve group.

Discussion

It is' possible that the relationship between self-esteem and raci,:q

p.reference may signify a now spirit of dignity in the lives of Afro-American

children. Blacks who evidenced feelings of preference for their own group

are experiencing at some level of awareness - self-love.

The fact that there was not a significant:difference
between middle and

lower class subjects suggested that middle class blacks are as ethnocentric

es lower class blacks. A second possibility, may be that regardless of socio-

economic status, blacks who attend schools with a heterogeneous social class

and racial population, compete more and develop more self-esteem (Ausubel,

1950). Ilritha Grant- (1969) found that black children in interracial settings

a7:e not'necessarily white oriented.

7727 7 7_7-7722

Finally, Asher abd Allen (1969) stated that greater white preference of

Ipack males is a result of the general awareness of the relatively inferior

pOsition of blacks, an awareness made more 'or thos-

imA.e r(Je. However, the fact that there was not a significant sex difference

in the present study sugsted that black males are currently as racially

aware as black females.
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